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ABSTRACT 

 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is drawing more attention due to 

various benefits which it brings. Compared with traditional power grid systems or 

advanced meter reading (AMR) systems, AMI systems possess capabilities to provide 

improved management and predictability of power utilization, to monitor and detect 

fault occurrences, and to conserve energy. 

However, behind the various benefits brought by AMI, there still exist plenty of 

security threats. The open network used by AMIs is an extremely convenient interface 

for malicious attackers or network hackers to damage the AMI systems. In the system 

of AMI, any action that gains access to the meter must pass the authentication.  

Existing authentication schemes either require on-line authentication or need to 

store lots of data on the meter. Therefore, this paper presents a lightweight mutual 

authentication scheme that can be performed off-line with a small amount of 

authentication data. The scheme was implemented with the One-Time Password (OTP) 

and hash functions. 

 

Keywords: Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), lightweight, Authentication and 

Key Agreement, Confidentiality, One-Time Password (OTP) 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The smart electrical grid, a.k.a. AMI, is more convenient than the traditional power 

grid. It allows the system to record, analyze, and provide the meter data of customers 
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as the basis of electricity billing, power transmission, and other functions [12]. For 

instance, the power company can set a higher electricity price at peak times and a 

lower price at off-peak times. According to the law of supply and demand, the AMI 

system can be more stable due to the reduction of the peak values. Furthermore, this 

leads to more efficient use of energy. 

 

The basic construction of the AMI system mainly includes the installation of smart 

meters, the design of a Meter Data Management System (MDMS), and a series of 

revised utility operational software [13]. For the benefits of smart electrical grid, more 

and more countries have already started the construction. ‘‘Worldwide installed base 

of smart electricity meters will reach 602.7 million units in 2016,’’ according to M2M 

World News [14]. 

 

Since the need of smart meters is getting larger, vendors providing smart meters has 

become more popular. In this way, the electricity companies may need to manage the 

AMI meter-reading system from different vendors. Since the methods of accessing the 

data on the meter varies from vendor to vendor, the challenge lies in how to maintain 

the whole AMI system. 

 

To satisfy the mass demand, international companies such as eMeter, Oracle, and 

Ecologic provide MDMS to solve the incompatibility of multiple AMI data platforms. 

MDMS should verify and manage the collected data, including but not limited to the 

following: (1) the design of meter data management flow (2) verification, prediction, 

and editing data (3) data and billing verification. These are used for the sake of 

accuracy and consistency of meter data for billing. Anomaly events such as energy 

theft or tampering meter data can be detected simultaneously. After making sure all 

electricity consumption data satisfies the standards, the MDMS finally sends the data 

to the invoice-drawing system, completing the flow of Meter-to-Cash. 

 

1.1 Current Security Environment of AMI 
However, compared with the traditional power grid, the major drawback is the 

security threat. The traditional power grid is a closed system and the stored data is not 

available from the outside, so the data is relatively secure. While AMI is a super-large 

distributed system, the security threats are much more severe than an ordinary 

information system. For the four issues of security: confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, and non-repudiation, the requirements and threats are listed in [1], [15]. 

For the privacy of customers, electricity-related data, and the inner design of AMI, the 

confidentiality must be verified. The staff has direct access to the system center and 

the meter, so authentication before data access is important. Although there is the 

common opinion that security threats mostly come from outsiders, the actual losses 

are mainly from insiders [5]. Therefore, our aim is to enhance information security 

and to avoid illegal users with bogus keys to steal information from the meter. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 
Existing authentication schemes for the smart meter usually require on-line 

authentication; that is, the server has to provide authentication data when an access 

control operation is performed on the meter [6], [19]. The major drawback of on-line 

authentication is that the meter may not have access to the network all the time. To 

perform off-line authentication, lots of data should be stored on the smart meter [3], 
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but the meter has very limited memory storage. Although flash memory can be as 

large as 128 MB [16], the storage available for a smart meter can be as small as 128 

KB due to other essential functions that the smart meter must perform [17]. Power 

measurement, meter control, calculation of electricity charges, and data encryption are 

included in the main functions [18]. This paper proposes a lightweight mutual 

authentication scheme for AMI, and the AMI server is not required to send data upon 

meter authentication. That is to say, the proposed lightweight scheme can perform 

authentication even when the AMI server is off-line. 

 

1.3 Organization 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The overview of AMI components is 

given in Section 2. Related works of AMI Authentication and key agreement are 

contained in Section 3. Our proposed method is described in Section 4. The security 

analysis is done in Section 5. The performance of our scheme is discussed in Section 

6. The conclusion is drawn in Section 7. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

An AMI system consists of at least smart meters, collectors, neighborhood area 

network (NAN), backhaul network, and AMI head-end [2]. An overview of an AMI 

environment is shown in Figure 1. 

1. Smart Meter: Smart meters are used to monitor, record, and report back on energy 

consumption and other related events. Besides, they are also responsible for receiving 

commands and reporting results. 

2. Collector: A collector acts as a network gateway of NAN. It collects data from 

smart meters and forward messages for smart meters and AMI head-ends. 

3. Neighborhood Area Network (NAN): A NAN connects smart meters and collectors. 

It provides routes for smart meters and collectors to transmit messages. 

4. Backhaul Network: This network provides routes for information to be transmitted 

between collectors and AMI head-ends. 

5. AMI Head-end: This system acts as an I/O interface of an AMI system. It mainly 

deals with the information exchange between the AMI system and other systems, such 

as MDMS, which manages all the meter data in a centralized or distributed fashion. 

 

 

Figure 1. The overview of AMI system 

 

3. RELATED WORK 

Many works have been done in authentication and key agreement. Matsumoto et al. 

proposed an information-theoretic approach to authentication code for power system 

communications in 2010 [3]. However, large key data storage on the device is 

required, and it is currently not feasible for the meter due to the limited memory 
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storage. Vaidya et al. proposed a device authentication scheme with a smaller 

certificate size than ECDSA in 2011, but it contained few security properties [8]. 

 

There are some efficient authentication and key management schemes introduced in 

2011 and 2012, while they focus on the fault tolerance and availability [9], [10]. Some 

lightweight message authentication and key distribution schemes published in 2011 

concentrate on the security transmission within the Home Area Network, i.e. the 

tunnel between the smart meter and the collector, instead of the direct path to the AMI 

server [7], [11]. Yan, Y., Y. Qian, and H. Sharif came up with a secure and reliable 

in-network collaborative communication scheme for the smart meter and AMI server, 

but it lacks time synchronization so it is vulnerable to replay attack [6].  Choi, J., et 

al. proposed another message authentication scheme with time synchronization and 

non-repudiation, but this paper did not discuss the existence of the staff operation to 

the server and the devices [19]. 

 

A lightweight mutual authentication and key agreement scheme implemented in 

global mobility networks, previously proposed by Chuang et al., provide the basis of 

our authentication method [1]. Due to the special requirement of time synchronization 

in AMI, a One-Time Password (OTP) is added to our method. The data stored on the 

meter can be reduced because the meter does not need to store large amounts of 

possible key pairs. 

 

4. PROPOSED METHOD 
In the Advanced Metering Infrastructure system, any device wishing to access the 

meter must pass the authentication. However, not much computation power is on the 

meter device, so traditional cryptographic methods cannot be implemented. Since the 

data storage is also limited, it is infeasible to store lots of authentication information 

on the device. In this case, when the staff needs to access the meter, the identity 

verification and authentication to the system become a challenging problem. 

 

4.1 Assumptions 
To perform the basic staff authentication and identity verification functions on the 

meter, the following assumptions are required: 

1. An identity management system has been setup already. 

2. The staff possesses a carrier that can load electronic identity and other 

authentication data. 

3. Devices for input and output exist on the meter. 

Moreover, to avoid timestamp replay attacks, the OTP (One Time Password) is used 

to verify the correctness of the staff, meter, and time period of performing a specific 

task. Therefore, two additional assumptions are needed: 

4. The device or logic unit for accessing data (hereafter be shorted as “staff”) contains 

a carrier that can load an OTP generator. 

5. The meters are able to safely synchronize time and password with the Head-End. 

 

4.2 Method Description 
The staff should perform active registration and audit on the meter, and the meter’s 

role is to collect and store data from customers. The ACS (Authentication Center 

System) does the identity management and generates OTP. The scenario is shown in 

Figure 2. 
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When the manager asks the staff to perform his/her role, the staff needs to do the 

following steps: 

1. The staff requests an OTP from the ACS according to their assigned roles. 

2. After the ACS verifies the identity and the role of the staff, the ACS gives him/her 

an OTP used only for the specific task. 

3. The meter verifies the correctness of OTP. 

4. The meter authenticates the identity of the staff. 

5. After passing the authentication, the ACS allows the staff to access data. 

 

 

Figure 2. Scenario of the staff requesting data from ACS 

 

 

4.3 Mutual Authentication Protocol 
The protocol algorithm is divided into four parts: Registration (MTR�), Registration 

�STF
�, Obtainment of the authentication token, and Authentication of both parties’ 

identity. Before the algorithm is introduced, some notations and parameters are 

defined as follows: 

ACS: Authentication Center System 

STF: Staff 

MTR: Smart meter 

AT: Authentication Token 

h: Cryptographic hash function (e.g. SHA-1, SHA-256) 

s: Master key of ACS 

ID�: ID of the ith MTR	(MTR�) 
ID
: ID of the jth STF	(STF
) 
k
: Pre-shared key between ACS and MTR� 
E�: Symmetric encryption with the key k 

D�: Symmetric decryption with the key k 

 

Registration (����) 
1. ACS selects a random number n� ∈� �0,1!∗ and an identity ID� for MTR�, and 

then stores (ID�, n�). 
2. ACS computes x� = h(ID�||s||n�) and safely writes ID� and x� to MTR�. 
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Registration (&�'() 
1. ACS selects a random number k
 ∈� �0,1!∗ and an identity ID� for STF
, and 

then stores (ID
, k
). 
2. ACS sends (ID
, k
) to STF
 through a secure channel. 

 

 

Figure 3. Registration 

 

Obtainment of the Authentication Token 

1. STF
 selects a random number r
 ∈� �0,1!∗  

and then sends (ID
, r
) and role data to ACS. 

2. ACS computes the authentication token for STF
, AT*++++ = ,AT
,�,-.�∈/,-∈0,  

where AT
,�,- = h�h(ID�||s||n�)||t||ID
�, according to the recorded mission time(T) 
and meter list (I). 
3. ACS computes C = E�2�AT*++++�, V = h4r
||k
||h�AT*++++�5  

and then sends (C, V) to STF
. 
4. STF
 computes AT*6+++++ = D�2(C) and verifies if V = h�r
||k
||h(AT*6+++++)�.  

If equality holds, the authentication token is accepted; else, the system raises an 

objection to the ACS. 

 

 

Figure 4. Obtainment of the authentication token 

 

Authentication of Both parties’ Identity 

1. STF
  selects r7 ∈� �0,1!∗ , gets AT
,�,-  from AT*6+++++  according the current time 

period t  and the target meter MTR� , and computes E7 = AT
,�,- ⊕h(r7) 
simultaneously. 

2. STF
 sends �ID
, E7� to MTR�. 
3. MTR� selects r9 ∈� �0,1!∗ and computes AT
,�,-6 = h(x�||t||ID
). 
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4. MTR�  computes r76 = �AT
,�,-6 ⊕E7�, V7 = h(r76 ), E9 = AT
,�,-6 ⊕h(r9)  and sends 

(E9, V7) to STF
. 
5. STF
 verifies if V7 = h(h(r7)), and if the equality holds, we go on to step (6); else, 

the authentication process is stopped. 

6. STF
 computes r96 = �AT
,�,- ⊕E9�, V9 = h(r96 ), SK7 = h�AT
,�,-||h(r7)||r96 �; sends 

V9 to MTR�. 
7. MTR�  verifies if V9 = h(h(r9)) , and if the equality holds, compute SK9 =
h4AT
,�,-6 ||r76 ||h(r9)5. 

8. At this moment, the temporary key constructed by STF
, MTR� is SK7 = SK9. 

 

 

Figure 5. Authentication of both parties’ identity 

 

5. SECURITY 

In this section, the lightweight mutual authentication scheme is analyzed in terms of 

security, and the probability of a successful attack is negligible. Before doing security 

analysis, several attacker models should be defined. 

 

5.1 Attacker Model 
Attacker models generally include attackers and attack methods. Attackers can be 

classified into four types, according to whether the attacker is an insider and whether 

he/she has already compromised part of the meters. Attack methods can be divided 

into masquerading as a legal staff or an authorized meter. A summary of attacker 

types is presented in Table 1. 

 

Attacker Types 

1. A: This type of attacker is an insider, and he/she has already compromised part of 

the meters. He/She also gains access to the secret data stored on the meters. 

Furthermore, this type of attacker may possess additional information such as the 
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identity of another staff or the authentication token authorized before. They possess 

the most abundant information and create the largest threat. 

2. B: This type of attacker is not an insider, but he/she has already compromised part 

of the meters. He/She also gains access to the secret data stored on the meters. In this 

way, they can only know the information stored on the meters. 

3. C: This type of attacker is an insider, but he/she has not compromised any part of 

the meters yet. 

4. D: This type of attacker is not an insider, and he/she has not compromised any part 

of the meters yet. 

The difference between the four types of attackers lies only in the quality and quantity 

of information, while attackers of type A have the most sufficient information. The 

equation is as follows: Info= = >�x�!�∈?, ,ID
.
∈@, k=, ,AT=,�,-.�∈A,-∈0BC
, where C is the 

meters compromised by the attacker, S is the insider staff, a is the attacker, M is 

the previously authorized meter, and T6 is the time when a was authorized to access 

M. Hence we focus on the behavior of type A attackers. 

 

Table 1. Attacker types 

 

 

Attack Methods 

1. α: Masquerade as a legal staff to deceive the uncompromised meter to get the data 

on the meters. 

2. β: Masquerade as an uncompromised meter to deceive the staff, in order to attain 

the implementation information of the staff. 

 

Providing that any of the two types of attacks succeeds, attackers may gain 

unauthorized information. Hence the two attack methods will be discussed in the next 

section. 

 

5.2 Security Analysis 
The information possessed by the attacker a is 

 Info= = >�x�!�∈?, ,ID
.
∈@, k=, ,AT=,�,-.�∈A,-∈0BC
, where C is the compromised meter, 

S is the insider staff, a is the attacker, M is the authorized meter, and T′ is the time 

when a was authorized to access M. 

1. α : Masquerading the staff f  to pass the mutual authentication of the 

uncompromised meter m , the attacker a  has to find out V96  such that V96 =
h(h(r9)) only with access to E9 and Info=, where E9 = ATI,J,- ⊕h(r9), t is the 

current time period, r9 is the random number that m selected for this authentication, 

and ATI,J,- = h(h(IDJ||s||nJ)||t||IDI) . However, a  does not have and cannot 

obtain the master key s of ACS from ,AT=,�,-6 .�∈A,-∈0B
. Therefore, a cannot find 

ATI,J,-
6 = ATI,J,- with a non-negligible probability. Hence on condition that the same 

r9  is not used repeatedly, a  cannot find V96 = h(h(r9))  with a non-negligible 
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probability, and a cannot pass the mutual authentication of the uncompromised 

meter m  with a non-negligible probability. Security is obviously based on the 

preimage resistance of the cryptographic hash function. 

2. β: Masquerading the uncompromised meter m to pass the mutual authentication 

of the staff f, the attacker a has to find out V76 such that V76 = h(h(r7)) only with 

access to (IDI, E7)  and Info= , where IDI  is the identity of the staff f , E7 =
ATI,J,- ⊕h(r7) , t  is the current time period, r7  is the random number that f 
selected for this authentication, and ATI,J,-  satisfies 

h(xJ||t||IDI) = h(h(IDJ||s||nJ)||t||IDI) . However, although a  possesses 

Info= = >�x�!�∈?, ,ID
.
∈@, k=, ,AT=,�,-.�∈A,-∈0BC =
>�x�!�∈?, ,ID
.
∈@, k=, �h(h(ID�||s||n�)||t||ID=)!�∈A,-∈0BC, a does not have and cannot 

obtain the master key s of ACS from ,AT=,�,-6 .�∈A,-∈0B
 or the secret xJ of the meter 

m . Therefore, a  cannot find ATI,J,-
6 = ATI,J,-  with a non-negligible probability. 

Hence on condition that the same r7  is not used repeatedly, a  cannot find 

V76 = h(h(r7)) with a non-negligible probability, and a  cannot pass the mutual 

authentication of the staff f  with a non-negligible probability. Security is also 

obviously based on the preimage resistance of the cryptographic hash function. 

 

Based on the two points mentioned above, even if the attacker is a legal staff and has 

already compromised part of the meter, the probability of a successful attack is 

negligible. 

 

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The implementation results, and the comparison between the recently proposed 

authentication schemes and ours are discussed in this section. It is shown that our 

scheme is more secure and requires less meter storage. 

 

6.1 Implementation Results 
The AMI system with a lightweight mutual authentication scheme was implemented 

on an Ubuntu virtual machine hosted by a Windows 7 personal computer. A MySQL 

database was required for the construction of the ACS and a webpage was used for 

the ACS to access the data. The meter is W325A, with specification in [4]. 

 

In our experiment, we have an x86 system as the staff and a W325A as the smart 

meter. To accurately measure the performance of the proposed protocol, we run 10, 

100, and 1000 rounds of complete authentication to get the average time cost in our 

experiment. Table 2 indicates the result gauged by the staff. 
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Table 2. Time spent on authentication 

 

 

According to table 2, it only took 0.057 seconds to complete the authentication 

process, while the CPU time spent by the staff was only 0.005~0.006 seconds, 

accounting for only 10% of the time. The time difference for the real implementation 

lies in the computation of the meter and I/O such as transmitting data online. 

 

6.2 Comparison with Other Schemes 
The comparison between the recently proposed authentication schemes and ours is 

presented in table 3. For convenience to evaluate the computational cost, some 

notations are defined as follows. Note that the exclusive-OR operation is ignored here 

since its computational cost is very light. 

1. TK=LK: The time of executing a one way hash function, and that would be h() in 

our scheme. 

2. TLMJ: The time of executing a single symmetric encryption or decryption. 

3. T=LM: The time of executing an encryption, decryption, or a signature operation by 

using the asymmetric cryptosystem. 

 

Matsumoto, et al. proposed an information-theoretic approach in 2010 which requires 

key storage as high as 1.5TB because all keys, consisting of the number of 

transmissions during the next 20 years are installed into the flash memory [3]. Yan, et 

al. came up with another in-network collaborative communication scheme in 2011, 

which allows the meter to simply store its ID, key, and initialization vector [6]. Also 

in 2011, Choi, et al. developed a message authentication scheme designed for 

non-repudiation, and the meter needs to store its ID and two hash function values: 

One is the hash value of the session key; the other is the signature for the key and time 

period [19]. Nevertheless, the two schemes published in 2011 both require the server 

to be on-line when the authentication is being performed. Our scheme requires the 

meter to store its ID and the hash value of its ID concatenating with the master key of 

ACS and the random number generated by ACS. By using an OTP, the secret key can 

be generated by the meter upon the staff’s request, so the authentication can be done 

directly by the staff and the meter. 
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Table 3. Comparison with other schemes 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a mutual lightweight authentication scheme especially 

designed for Advanced Metering Infrastructure with security analysis. This scheme 

provides a secure channel for data flow between the staff and the meter, and the 

system is implemented on an x86 computer as the AMI server. Authentication data is 

dynamically generated instead of being statically stored on the meter. As a result, we 

can use the little data stored on the meter and still perform off-line authentication. We 

hope to get further in the completeness of the AMI system in the future. 
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